THE LONG ISLAND CIVIL
RIGHTS MOVEMENT in the 1960s,
PART TWO: SCHOOLS and
HOUSING
By CharlesF Howlett
Amityville, a Second Case Study of School Integration
Just inside the southwestern border of Suffolk County, the Amityville School
District, one of the oldest on Long Island, encompasses three distinct areas:
the incorporated and predominantly white village chartered in 1894; the
African American community of North Amityville; and the racially mixed
section of East Massapequa. It also resides in two towns-Oyster Bay and
Babylon, and two counties-Nassau and Suffolk. Since its construction in
1894, the Park Avenue School had been fully integrated. All K-through-12
students attended the Park Avenue School complex, which included the 1894
building, a junior high school, and a high school.'
With post-World War II suburban expansion, the population of Amityville
steadily rose. Reannex Park, a new development in North Amityville, attracted
many homebuyers, especially African Americans. By the mid- 1950s, school
officials knew that new buildings would be needed to accommodate the baby
boom explosion. In September 1953, when the school population reached
2,700, the district decided to purchase two thirteen-acre sites in its northern
corners. One was on Albany Avenue, in the northeast quadrant, the other on
County Line Road in the northwest quadrant. After the proposal was adopted
on 26 April 1954, more than twelve hundred people took part in a budget vote
on 5 June, with 784 in favor. "Initially, there was some confusion as to
whether the resolution had been approved... [It] was originally announced that
a 2/3rds majority would be needed for approval. If that was the case, then the
referendum had been defeated by 16 votes." However, the
situation was cleared up when Pierson H. Hildreth, the attorney for the
Board of Education, contacted the State Education Department in
Albany which said that a two-thirds majority was not needed in this
case. Therefore, the acquisition of the two sites for $160,000 ($78,600
for the northeast site, and $81,400 for the northwest site) had been
approved.2
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The trustees then decided that the Albany Avenue location (Northeast
School) would house kindergarten-through-third-grade children living north
of Sunrise Highway and east of Broadway (Route 110). The County Line Road
site (Northwest School) would house kindergarten-through-third-grade pupils
north of Sunrise and west of Broadway. The neighborhood school concept was
established; all four-through-six-grade students would attend the original Park
Avenue School. African American residents immediately opposed the
recommendation. At about the same time that the Brown v. Topeka Board of
Education (1954) decision was rendered, the NAACP charged that there was
"a definite attempt to segregate the Negro children of the area during the
primary education" in Amityville. The NAACP warily raised "the possibility
of gerrymandering which might indicate political collusion between the
Copiague and Amityville districts to swing Copiague school children into the
Amityville district, and into the Northeast School." The board's president,
William Koepchen, discounted the accusation of de facto segregation. He
defended the neighborhood school concept in terms of safety and proximity;
as many elementary school students living in these quadrants had been
attending schools in Copiague and Farmingdale. 3
The NAACP's Suffolk chapter established a committee of North
Amityville residents to monitor the situation. The committee, which included
Robert Bean, chairman, Vincent Best, Lucille Leonard, Irving Adams, and
Lorraine Leftenant, circulated petitions calling for a public hearing and
demanding selection of a central building location that children of both areas
could attend. When the school board remained firm in its original decision,
Wilfred Reape, president of the Central Long Island Branch of the NAACP,
warned: "We are prepared to go further, to take the matter to court." The
NAACP appealed to the state education department. While the schools were
being constructed (1954-1956), the battle continued. At a hearing with
Commissioner Allen on 16 January 1956, attended by Reape, Constance
Motley of the NAACP, Hildreth, Isabelle Fajans, school superintendent Henry
A. Kittle, and district superintendent (BOCES) John P. McGuire, the NAACP
asked for a stoppage in construction until the matter was resolved. Attorney
Hildreth insisted that the "trustees were acting under the rules of the State
Department which, in effect, fails to recognize such considerations as race,
color, or creed." Six months later, Allen rendered his decision in the matter of
Bell v. Board of Education, Amityville Union Free School District (1956).
After noting that the board "showed no discrimination in constructing an
elementary school in a predominantly Negro neighborhood," he added that
"elementary schools should be constructed in locations to provide the simplest
access to young children as far as practicable." It was not safe for small
children to cross Broadway, "one of the most dangerous highways of this
section." The Bell decision emphasized that "safety of the children, both white
and Negro, is certainly a greater consideration than the claim made by the
appellants that because there is substantial predominance of Negroes in the
Northeast School, that this will mitigate against their educational program."
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The legal impact, at this time and in spite of Brown, was clear: "The mere fact
that a school is predominantly black does not require a school district to
gerrymander the attendance lines to accomplish the desired effect. This in fact
would 'constitute as much discrimination as a gerrymandered line' to
accomplish the opposite effect." 4
In the coming years, the Northeast School became almost entirely African
American, while the Northwest School became almost all white. The specter
of de facto segregation, which the North Amityville residents raised at the start
of the schools' construction, had now materialized. District officials sought to
offset criticism of inferior education by placing the best elementary teachers
at the Northeast School, but that was of little consolation to young African
American students being raised on the dream of democratic equality. Evelyn
Thomas, an African American English teacher at Amityville Memorial High
School, remembers her early years at Northeast. The feeling of isolation, a
world apart, embedded in her consciousness that de facto segregation was not
fiction. Almost all the teachers were white, while all her classmates were
black. Feelings of apprehension gripped her as she awaited the day when she
and her classmates would have to attend the Park Avenue School, in the white
part of town.5
The residents of North Amityville, like those in Malverne, were aroused by
the civil rights movement's new-found aggressiveness. One of the sparks
igniting Amityville African American consciousness was the appearance of
Martin Luther King Sr., who came to the community in June 1963. On behalf
of his son, who was attending the funeral of Medgar W. Evers, he accepted an
achievement award at the annual dinner of the Laymen's League of the
Hollywood Baptist Church. The audience applauded his statement that an
African American's "income is still below that of the average white's: He's
had a token situation a long time. Now he is dissatisfied. Now he realizes, I've
been made a fool of. It's as simple as that." The time for complacency was
over: "The Negro is impatient. You can get all the dogs you want, or shoot us
down, but it won't do you any good." 6
Events of summer 1963 caused passions to rise. The school board
president, Carl Schlichtemeier, did little to placate civil rights activists when
he expressed relief at the United States Supreme Court's refusal to review the
Gary, Indiana, case, in which the lower courts "upheld the school board
position that racial imbalance arising from housing patterns was not
discriminatory and did not involve a denial of rights." He lauded President
Lyndon B. Johnson for proposing and backing legislation ensuring that "the
assignment of students to public schools, and within such schools be without
regard to race, religion or color, but not assigned to overcome racial
imbalance." In late August, after a four-to-one board of education vote "to
make no changes in the Northeast attendance set up," the Central Long Island
NAACP called for a boycott of school on opening day. An NAACP statement
declared that:
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Amityville is supposed to mean Friendly Village. This is just what we
want it to be, but for some reason or other the majority of the Amityville
School Board has taken a stand to disregard the meaning of the word
Amityville. The racial imbalance situation that still exists at the
Northeast School located on Albany Avenue, in the Amityville School
District, is now on the verge of making this a very unfriendly village. 7

On Labor Day weekend, civil rights activists marched through the village
with signs reading "Our Town Has Let Us Down," "Bigots Are Not Only in
the South," and "School Board Shames Amityville." At a pre-school teachers'
luncheon at the newly built junior high school, demonstrators handed out a
Clergy and NAACP Committee statement accusing the board of being
"ultra-conservative and reactionary," to which the board issued this rejoinder:
The allegation of intentional segregation is not true, the school
attendance being caused solely by residential patterns and the school
district is vigorously defending its position to change the attendance
pattern because of unwarranted pressure from Negro organizations
from inside and outside the district...Amityville does not intend to
change attendance areas for its various schools or to assign and
transport to school solely on the basis of race or creed. 8
Integrationists were active at the start of the 1963-1964 school year. On 5
September, "Integration forces quietly picketed the opening sessions of the
Northeast Elementary School...calling for a desegregation plan for all
Amityville Schools." Richard W. Hasgill, the president of the Central Long
Island NAACP, charged that the Northeast School was 90 percent black while
the Northwest School was 99 percent white. At the same time that pickets
were stationed outside the Northeast School, "12 Negroes who would have
been registered in kindergarten through third-grade classes at the Northeast
School were taken by parents to the district's Northwest School for a sit-in
demonstration." The sit-in continued next day, to the displeasure of district
officials: on both days, the twelve students "were placed in a room with a
teacher." 9
The integrationists filed suit in federal court, Brooklyn, to restrain the
board from continuing its enrollment policy at Northeast School, and urged a
mass boycott of the schools. Throughout the first week of school, pickets
continued the attack on de facto segregation of the Northeast School.
Unfortunately for the protestors, Chief Judge Joseph C. Zavatt "refused to sign
a restraining order barring the operation of an Amityville, L.I. school that is
95 per cent Negro."' 0
During the second week of school, "Integration pickets demonstrated at the
Park [Avenue] Elementary School, then moved to the predominantly Negro
Northeast School." At the head of the protest was the Reverend Andy L.
Lewter, pastor of the Holy Trinity Baptist Church. The integrationists also held
to their promise by conducting a one-day boycott of the schools on 13
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September: "Mrs. Betty Brown, a member of the NAACP unit's Strategy
Committee, said that 85 percent of the kindergarten-through-third-grade
pupils at the predominantly Negro Northeast School had been kept home by
parents." Racial tensions flared. The next week a cross was burned on the
front lawn of Dr. Eugene Reed, a prominent North Amityville dentist and
president of the State Conference of the NAACP."
The cross burning served only to strengthen the integrationists' resolve and
convince them that the only clear way to achieve their goal was winning seats
on the school board. In spring 1964, a biracial organization backed the
candidacy of Mae Walker, a black woman whose four-point platform consisted
of "ending de facto segregation at the Northeast School; better communication
between the board of education, the taxpayers, and teachers; formation of a
permanent advisory committee; and a program to raise the level and broaden
the scope of the district's educational service to its children." According to
Walker, the board "must recognize its obligation to lead the community to
better education by proposing a community-wide solution to the de facto
segregation problem that exists, without waiting further decisions in the
courts." Walker lost, yet the integrationists battled on. During a May 1964
Civil Rights Day Celebration on Long Island, Hasgill and Delores Quintyne,
the president of Suffolk CORE, led a boycott of the Northeast School. The
picketers conducted a peaceful protest, carrying signs reading: "Freedom
Now," "We March for Democratic Education," and "Now Is the Time for
Amityville to Integrate." Ten Suffolk patrolmen were on hand to maintain
order. Only forty-five pupils showed up for classes, "about 12 per cent of the
morning enrollment." 12
Once more the protestors appealed to the state education department for
relief. Their case appeared stronger in the wake of Allen's Malverne directive
and the statistical breakdown showing overwhelming ethnic disparity between
the Northeast and Northwest schools. The NAACP had indicated that it would
withdraw its suit if the board of education was willing to reorganize the
district. At a 7 October 1965 board meeting, Joan Franklin, NAACP counsel
for the plaintiffs in Bedford v. Board of Education, Amityville Union Free
School District(1965), requested that the trustees put aside the issue of money
and busing. The board's attorney, LeRoy Van Nostrand (who still holds the
position), noted that the increasing African American population had resulted
in an "out-migration of white students to the point that a community problem
is involved which will be harder to meet the more the ratio changes." He was
relying on similar arguments the Malverne Board of Education had made in
challenging Allen's order. Van Nostrand argued that "Amityville has been
integrated for the past hundred years, and we believe it still is. We accept the
argument that it is difficult for welfare agencies to place these children. They
have come to where there are families that will take them and that is in
Amityville." His chronology was somewhat incorrect. The school district did
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Delores Quintyne
not become integrated until the completion of the Park Avenue School in
1894-1895, when the board invited Titus Jackson, the principal of a small
school on Albany Avenue, to bring his African American students to the new
school. "

At a fall 1965 hearing, Commissioner Allen listened to arguments on the
matter of Bedford, during which the NAACP petitioned Allen to "eliminate
what is termed imbalance in four of the five elementary schools." The appeal
was in the name of Pamela Bedford, the daughter of Kenneth R. Bedford,
president of the Central Long Island NAACP, and thirteen other youngsters.
The petitioners, led by Joan Franklin, based their case on a New York State
Court of Appeals ruling that the commissioner has the power to "provide for
equal educational opportunity for all pupils." Van Nostrand, relying on the
1956 Bell decision, argued that this was a "blatant request to assign children
to schools on the basis of color." He had moved to dismiss the appeal on
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grounds that it was "not in the public interest for a party to be heard a second
time on an issue which has been called upon and contested."' 4
Franklin referred to compelling statistics showing that 454 of the Northeast
School's 469 pupils were black, while 568 of the Northwest School's 593
were white; of the previously integrated Park Avenue School's 1,159 students,
736 were white, 423 black. Van Nostrand countered that "there had been a
change in attendance at the Northeast and Northwest schools as a result of
moving the sixth-grade classes to the new junior high school." Trying to inject
a sense of fiscal responsibility to his argument, he added:
Grades four and five had been moved to the Park Avenue School, where
there are more whites than there would be if the same classes were
moved to the Northwest...The cost of the expanded service, involving
the use of 10 additional buses, will come to $35,370 for the balance of
the school year. The cost for a full year, according to administration,
would be $58,950, which would account for a tax increase of 5 per
cent. 5

On 21 December 1965, Allen rendered his decision: the "Board of
Education must take steps to counteract the educational problems caused by
such imbalance." With respect to transportation, "the distances...were not
great and this was a small matter that should-not influence the racial balance
of the schools." Although the board had set up many programs, "mere
additional instruction and assistance aimed at help for the disadvantaged will
not alone solve the educational problems caused by racial imbalance."
Although some issues remained to be resolved, the acrimony characterizing
the Malverne crisis was not duplicated in Amityville after Allen's decision. In
January 1966, the board of education complied with the directive and
revamped the system to end racial imbalance in the elementary schools:
Northeast would house all kindergarten students. Grades 1 through 5
would be set up in the Northwest school for neighborhood youngsters
and Northeast youngsters living south of Nathalie Avenue. The Park
Avenue Schools would hold grades 1 through 5 for that area, plus
Northeast youngsters now living on Nathalie Avenue and north of it.
The plan was approved by Allen on 23 June 1966. When the 1966-1967
school year began, the Amityville Record reported that, "For the first time all
school in the same building, complying with
kindergarten children will attend
''6
Commissioner Allen's plan."
According to LeRoy Van Nostrand, the issue involved more than race:
"About 1960, there was an appeal made by Mr. Bedford, who then was
working for the NAACP center in Hempstead. The result was the formation
of the Princeton Plan that students be sent to school according to class or grade
rather than neighborhood, as it was before." Though the plan eliminated many
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obstacles, it created three new problems. First, it changed Amityville's
traditional policy of integration. Second, the cost of busing dramatically
increased, which contributed to the third problem of private school
competition, also known as "white flight." Some three of every ten families
began sending their children to private schools "because the cost was the same
as for public school, and the education was better."'
Van Nostrand insists that the school district never was segregationist, and that
much more than necessary was made of this.
Those living in the north did not object to the Princeton Plan, while
those in the south accepted it because there was no difference in where
their children were going to school- their only objection was that the
cost of transportation increased. This increase also led to more of those
children going to private schools."
If reluctant resignation marked one side, determination reflected the other.
In the opinion of Eugene.Reed, race was the real issue.
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The Amityville school system wanted to keep the schools segregated.
North Amityville, where most African Americans lived, was divided
into two areas by Route 110.The west side was white, the east side
black. The school board decided to build two elementary schools, one
on the east side and one on the west, less than one mile apart. I was very
involved in a big war over that issue and registered my concerns with
Albany. Connie Motley, a former federal judge, was top assistant to
Thurgood Marshall and much involved in school desegregation. When
we went to the Amityville School Board and Connie made a
presentation, the board president told her, "You should be up in North
Amityville teaching your people how to wash themselves." We won that
battle. They still built the two schools, but they were [eventually]
integrated.
"No doubt in our minds," Reed concluded, "the intent was segregation.""'

The Campaign Against Discrimination in Housing
The struggles in Malverne and Amityville combined old and new direct
action techniques to abolish de facto segregation. The same applied to the
elimination of housing discrimination, one of the most blatant forms of
prejudice which, as John Hope Franklin observed,
was not only private practice but public policy... Despite the
fact that by 1962 some seventeen states and fifty-six cities
had passed laws or resolutions against housing
discrimination, the bias persisted. Banks, insurance
companies, real estate boards, and brokers greatly benefited
from segregated housing for which they received a
maximum profit from a minimum expenditure.""'
The battle on Long Island was as intense as anywhere in the nation,
especially regarding zoning, segregated housing patterns, and refusal to sell
or rent to African Americans in white suburbs. In the late 1950s, evidence of
discrimination and lack of concern for minority living conditions was glaringly
apparent. In June 1957, the North Hempstead town board "voted down its own
proposal to create an industrial park next to a predominantly Negro section of
New Cassel." The vote came in response to a heated hearing at which "200
Negroes charged that downzoning of eighteen blocks from residential to light
industry would devalue their property and produce 'messy' conditions." One
speaker from New Cassel's Progressive Civic Association implored: "[It has]
taken us years to build this very desirable neighborhood...It is hard for us in
a minority group to obtain homes." 20
Another 1957 incident involved a disabled veteran employed at a Mineola
lithographic plant, who purchased a home in Copiague. No sooner did William
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Delgado and his family move in, reported Newsday, they were
hounded from their new Copiague home by a week of vile and
threatening phone calls because somebody mistook them for Negroes.
[The] dark-skinned Caucasian said nothing like that ever had happened
to him in the many years he'd lived in the South. "And even if I were
colored wouldn't I have the right to live?"
The Delgados moved back to his father's home in Amityville."
As early as 1961, civil rights activists sought to promote the sale of homes
on "an open occupancy basis." Mark Dodson, of CORE, began working with
the recently established Long Island Council for Integrated Housing to provide
"decent housing for all." Dodson claimed that, "The brokers have dictated our
living conditions and have prevented the white and negro population from
living together in healthy integrated patterns. They have fomented and spread
the myths and misconceptions about real estate value, which are used to deny
equality of housing."22

An early attempt to keep neighborhoods from becoming entirely African
American took place in Lakeview. Ironically, rather than white people seeking
to prevent the influx of blacks, here the fight was led by African American
residents, urging "other Negroes not to buy homes there to prevent the area
from eventually becoming predominantly Negro." Lincoln Lynch, a native of
the British West Indies and a forty-year-old flight operations officer with
British Overseas Airways, was one of the first nonwhites to move into
Lakeview, in 1959. As a leader of CORE, he organized a campaign "designed
to stop the panic selling which has developed in the neighborhood or in any
other neighborhood where the percentage of Negroes has reached a high level
he runs the risk of creating a segregated situation for himself." Many
onlookers must have been puzzled by the reversal of standard attitudes as they
watched African Americans carrying signs reading "Negroes: Your purchase
of a home in this neighborhood is your contribution to segregation." This
campaign was prompted by virtual panic among about forty of the white
owners "of between 150 and 200 homes... for sale because of the increase in
Negro residents." Lynch's campaign was designed to prevent "white flight,"
the common urban phenomenon which now seemed to grip suburbia. Lynch
searched for the "point after which a neighborhood will become all-Negro.
We're groping now, but we're trying to use the23 national percentage as a
yardstick for our area. About 10 percent Negro."
Newsday charged two Bellport real estate agencies with trying to "force
quick turnovers of homes from white to Negro families by warning that a
Negro influx was descending on the area anyway." The local taxpayers
association held firm, advising residents to sell only at fair market value. The
association's president, Al Bach, observed that:
Real estate salesmen were active for a three-week period here last
month [August 1962] with blockbusting and scare tactics, but left
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quickly when association protests were aired. At the time for-sale signs
went up like seagulls flocking to a garbage scow."2 4
Blockbusting and racial steering became serious problems. According to
Kevin Curry, who monitored real estate agency tactics for the Diocese of
Rockville Centre,
There [were] concerns about organized attempts by real estate brokers
to influence cost. You get a white couple and a black couple and
together you develop a parallel profile. Each goes to [the] same broker
looking for a home [in] the same price range; both present...profiles
including income and education...as close...with the exception of color.
The black couple was taken to black areas; we were taken to white
areas. The broker had a map and he pointed to an area where we lived
at the time. He used the term "jungle bunnies"; it was considered
middle class but was interracial and had been since the Korean War.
None of this came as a surprise to any of the black couples. It surprised
me that it was so blatant.""2 5
This was supported by John Edmead, an African American United Parcel
Service executive, who moved to Roosevelt from Queens in 1963.
In Queens...Malcolm X was the big deal. He made everyone think and
see the inequality. It was a difficult time because black people did not
have the things white people had. Many families were poor and the
communities they lived in reflected it. Roosevelt was different. There
were no groups, there really wasn't much going on. As I got older
things began to change. I saw black neighborhoods developing. At that
time they called it blockbusting. They told the white families, you better
move out, the neighborhood is turning black. The real estates prospered
and it segregated the communities. You can still see that today, it is
very difficult for a black family to move into an all-white neighborhood.
26
Prejudice was all around.
From the point of view of real estate agents, such tactics deserved legal
remedies. John Petracca, a retired broker, remembers that in the early 1960s,
"real estate agents would steer black families away from predominantly white
neighborhoods... [They] would put a scare into white neighborhoods that a
black family was moving in, so the white people would sell. Realtors were
creating their own market." When the market was slow they would try to
convince an unhappy owner to sell for fear the value of the house would drop.
In time, and in compliance with the federal government's Fair Housing Law,
such tactics became illegal. Maria Hudack, a current broker, is mindful of
Title VII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, which makes "illegal any
discrimination in the sale, lease or rental of property based on race, color,
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religion, sex, or national origin.""27
It was a struggle that civil rights activists worked long and hard to win. As
early as 1961, the New York State NAACP staged a demonstration in Albany
urging stronger sanctions for the Metcalf-Baker Fair Housing Bill. Led by Dr.
Eugene Reed, State Conference president, busloads of Long Islanders joined
New York City representatives in lobbying legislators and the governor's
office. Two Amityville residents who took prominent parts in the
lobbying--Charles Bellinger, the president, and Dottie Devine, a board
member, of the NAACP's Central Long Island Branch-both met with
Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller. Devine emphasized that "integrated housing
would provide better educational facilities for minority groups so that Negro
youths may qualify themselves for better jobs in the future." 28
The Island, however, was not quite ready for the challenge. Another
leading activist, W. Burghardt Turner, criticized local authorities for
neglecting the living conditions in some African-American communities.
Turner, a former social studies teacher in the Patchogue-Medford School
District and the head of an NAACP branch, became the executive director of
the Suffolk County Human Rights Division, from 1968 to 1986. Turner
recently reflected that, "Black children were ridiculed by the white children
when their parents expressed concerns about they way their were treated.
There were differences in housing and jobs. Everyone was not equal." School
administrators and local governments turned deaf ears to charges of
discrimination. Even the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which many refer to as the
"Second Emancipation Proclamation, "was not being utilized
effectively...Many politicians were hoping that the Civil Rights Bill would go
away. The legislation was not being utilized, it was not being enforced." 29
One of Turner's main concerns was calling attention to the deplorable
living conditions faced by many African Americans in eastern Suffolk County.
After inspecting fifteen rented homes in the Center Moriches-East Moriches
area, he was shocked:
If someone didn't tell you, you would think some of the houses are tool
sheds or chicken coops. I found a family of ten occupying two tiny
rooms on Railroad Avenue. Kerosene heat was provided by the tenants
in all the houses. We must assume that county and town officials do not
know about the conditions. If they knew about them they would have to
do something about these horrible conditions.
Turner called on Suffolk County and Brookhaven town officials to take
immediate action to correct these "horrible, demoralizing and mentally
debilitating conditions." The following day, Suffolk County Welfare
Commissioner Richard Di Napoli began to seek ways to make landlords
properly maintain the houses they lease; Herbert Davis, Brookhaven's fire
inspector, found two homes violating the fire code; and Sydney Beckwith, the
county health department's chief inspector, saw numerous violations including
mounds of garbage, poor sanitation, and plumbing irregularities. Turner
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praised this action, but warned that, "We understand it may be as bad in
Gordon Heights, Patchogue, Mastic, and Centereach." In addition, officials
served a notice of eviction on the family of Rosa Booker, who rented a house
on Railroad Avenue, just north of the Moriches Bypass:
Mrs Booker, whose family is on welfare, said she receives $175 a
month from the county and pays $55 in rent. The one-story house in
which her family lives has no inside bathroom. It has an inoperative
water tap and a sagging kitchen floor. It was cited in the notice for
improper electrical wiring and a faulty kerosene heater.
Turner sympathized with the tenants but not the landlords: "We want to see the
landlords and not the victims punished." Although Di Napoli agreed that
"many Negroes on the welfare roles are living in substandard homes," he felt
powerless to offer an immediate solution: "[The] department had found it
almost impossible to find proper housing for large Negro families."30
Moriches was only the tip of the iceberg. In affluent Southampton, a row
of homes along Sunrise Highway off Sag Harbor Turnpike had no running
water or electricity, and malfunctioning toilets. In one case, "an 83-year-old
man slept in a bed beneath a sagging I-beam that was supported by a
two-by-four to keep the shack from crushing its occupants." A middle-age
woman in one of the shacks told a Newsday reporter, "There is nothing better.
Sometimes I think Negroes would be better staying in the South than to come
north to pick potatoes and escape prejudice. At least they can be warm in the
winter...At least they can take a bath." Myron Nelson, president of the eastern
branch of the NAACP, pointed out that, "Again you see people that in many
cases can afford better but there is nothing better." A good many of these were
products of the migrant farm workers' situation. Some remained permanently
on the Island while others returned for seasonal employment. "You've seen
larger slum areas in Riverhead and in western Suffolk Towns," Nelson
commented, "but...it isn't the size of the area that determines whether a slum
exists. There are only six houses here, but it is a slum, and it should be
eliminated." Southampton Supervisor Stephen Meschutt found it hard to
accept such criticism. Claiming he never heard any complaints, he rejoined:
and other towns that don't live in the
"There are a lot of white people in this
3
kind of homes they want to live in." '
The NAACP's attack on slum housing spread to Bay Shore, where it
changed from criticizing to embarrassing slum lords by such projects as
assisting residents of "Third Avenue and East Third Avenue to clean up in and
around their homes." Housing Committee chairman Ercell Williams
proclaimed: "We want these people to feel...part of the community... [To] take
more interest in their children and attend PTA meetings." In Babylon, the town
building inspector, Herbert Zirck, inspected thirty welfare homes, many of
which were converted garages or accessory buildings never "intended for use
by human beings." Twenty-five landlords were issued summonses, with rents
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withheld until violations were corrected, mostly for shacks behind the homes
of individual landlords with average rents of $50 per month. In compelling
compliance with housing codes and convincing violators of the gravity of the
situation, names of guilty landlords were listed in the local press. 32
Problems persisted, exemplified by the Hollis Warner Farm community in
Riverhead, where more than six hundred migrant workers lived on the
447-acre farm, many in cottages housing six to a room. Both the Salvation
Army and the Diocese of Rockville Centre called for an investigation,
supporting CORE's demands that Hollis Warner Farm declare all housing in
Riverhead town "open"; move the tenants to decent housing; examine
state-financed programs for retraining farm tenants; and develop low-cost
housing programs in Riverhead. Activists like Lincoln Lynch argued: "These
people have forgotten that they are alive. We want to show them that if you
pick up one foot and stretch it forward, you go some place." 33 The situation
persisted for years, a persistent eyesore on Long Island, until the decline of
farms and housing expansion eventually led to the collapse of migrant farming
late in the 1980s.
The scope of the recently established State Commission on Human Rights
was tested by Farrell Jones, its Long Island director, who charged the
development corporation that built Centre City, in Merrick, with
discrimination. An African American couple had placed a binder on one of the
newly constructed homes, but filed a complaint with the Long Island Council
for Integrated Housing when their money suddenly was returned without a
reasonable explanation. The agency then set up a "tester"-using black and
white couples to check alleged discrimination. A black couple went to Centre
City and was told that no houses were available, but a white couple, the
"testers," was offered the choice of four homes and within a week received
three phone calls urging them to buy. The state commission, on behalf of the
council, ordered the developers to
send a letter of apology to the Bradleys; offer for sale an equivalent
house; provide written instructions to all its sales people emphasizing
a strict adherence to nondiscriminatory policies; and keep on file a
record of all applicants who were refused purchases, including dates
34
and reasons for such rejection.
Rentals were another aspect of discrimination that civil rights activists set
their sights on eradicating. In early 1964, pickets pitched a tent on Merrick
Road, in Amityville, where for three days Suffolk CORE and the Huntington
Township Committee on Human Relations marched in front of the Beachview
Apartments, as well as Wagner's Plumbing and Heating, the owners' place of
business in Huntington Station. A full-court press was applied on Abraham
Wagner and his brother, who refused to rent to African Americans, with
picketing of both places and a sit-in at the model apartment at Beachview.
After the third day, the owners relented: Newsday reported "Suffolk's first
sit-in and sleep-in for housing equality ended...with a victory for the civil
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rights movement: a one-year lease in an all-white neighborhood for a young
Negro couple." Mr. and Mrs. Colin Smith, of Amityville, signed a one-year
lease for a $130-a-month, three-and-a-half-room apartment. Direct-action
protest at last accomplished a quick response.3 5
Throughout 1964, civil rights groups responded to many acts of
discrimination. For three days, fifteen people sat-in at the home of a
Huntington woman who refused "to rent the upstairs apartment of a two-story
house to a Negro woman" who filed a complaint under the Metcalf-Baker Fair
Housing Law, which prohibited "denial on racial, religious, ethnic grounds of
housing that is offered to the public." Three African American and seven white
participants in this sit-in were arrested on trespassing charges, and the
homeowner, William Sebastian, signed a complaint. The demonstrators were
released without bail, but Sebastian, refusing to bow to pressure exerted by the
state Human Rights Commission, vowed to "rent the apartment to someone
else." Commissioner Frank Z. Giaconne stated that his office lacked the power
to keep the owner from renting the apartment before the commission could
rule on the charges later that year, in which case any finding would be moot
because there was no enforcement procedure. In front of Babylon Town
Supervisor William T. Lauder, protestors fought to block the town board's
consideration of rezoning in North Amityville from residential to light
industrial classification: The "meeting chamber was filled with the strains of
'We Shall Overcome,' the civil rights hymn...as about 50 Negroes walked out
after voicing protests against the idea of downzoning some 43 North
Amityville acres for the creation of an industrial park." The protest worked.
Emulating the NAACP's efforts in Bay Shore, more than thirty CORE
members assisted Hempstead tenants in "cleaning up the grounds of Wilklow
Apartments..to inspire Negro tenants to improve conditions and to unite in a
group that could negotiate with the landlord, the Graham Franklin Corporation
of Brooklyn" to improve maintenance of the apartments. Joannie Johnson, of
Levittown, CORE's housing cochair, stated, "The best thing we can do is to
get the tenants organized to do for themselves." CORE pickets were also in
Syosset, where the owners of a house backed off from selling to an African
American electrical engineer and his wife, "after receiving several anonymous
telephone threats, apparently from white neighbors." The owners did not count
on an equally determined effort by protestors to hold them to their original
commitment: "The 20 CORE pickets, who demonstrated silently, got some
unexpected support from a 12-year-old girl who left her playmates, walked to
the middle of the tree-lined street and, with a piece of chalk, printed in neat,
three-foot-long letters, 'Freedom for All.'" It turned out to be more than the
owners bargained for; the sale materialized.36
Perhaps the highlight of housing protests in 1964 occurred in Hicksville.
In early August, CORE launched an eight-day protest against the real estate
office of Vigilant Associates, accused of discrimination after refusing to show
houses to an African American. By the fourth day tempers flared. A shoving
match had to be broken up by twenty-to-fifty police backed by fifty
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steel-helmeted Nassau special events police. Tension was exacerbated by the
distribution of John Birch Society literature and the announcement of a formal
"anti-CORE committee to oppose the civil rights picketing." The
confrontation erupted when CORE and anti-CORE pickets "rushed for vacated
sidewalk space" around 8:10 pm, shouting at and elbowing each other before
the police separated them and they "then shared the walk in segregated
groups" until picketing ceased three hours later. Distaste for civil rights
demonstrators was expressed by John Bayer, a young anti-CORE member,
who said his group was "just an organized bunch of human beings. The stocky,
sandy-haired youth [claimed Negroes were] 100 years behind and they want
to catch up in one night." The clash finally ended in the second week of August
with an accord in which CORE would end picketing, drop its complaint
against Vigilant with the State Human Rights Commission, and notify brokers
three days before forming a picket line to allow time for discussion. Vigilant
pledged to observe the state law barring discrimination, inform its salesmen
in writing of its compliance, and discontinue its libel action in Supreme
Court."
The year 1965 brought more protests and demonstrations. In Hempstead,
a partial rent strike took place at the twenty-unit Park Lake Apartments. Lee
Hilton, head of the Tenants' Council and the caller of the strike, stated his
impression "that [the manager] seems to realize that we mean business." The
garden apartment development, almost all of whose tenants were black,
stretched along both sides of Wilklow Avenue from South Franklin Street to
Circle Drive. Tenants were urged not pay rent increases imposed despite the
run-down condition of many apartments:
The Wilklow Tenants Council and CORE called the strike...to protest
the rent increases and the alleged failure of the development's owner,
the Graham Franklin Corporation, to make necessary repairs. The rent
increases...are $5 for five-room apartments that had rented for $125 a
month and $6 for six-room apartments that had rented for $137 a
month.38
This new tactic heralded things to come. After a two-month standoff,
CORE and the Wilklow Tenants Council conducted a peaceful demonstration:
"Carrying candles, American flags and placards, about 350 persons marched
through downtown Hempstead...to the village hall where they presented to the
village board a petition protesting living conditions a the Park Lake
Apartments." The well-organized demonstrators were armed with
loudspeakers and a patriotic appeal:
Walking two and three abreast on the sidewalk, the line of marchers
walked down South Franklin to Main Street then into Nichols Court.
They sang "We Shall Overcome" and "Ain't Nobody Gonna Turn
Around" and chanted "Freedom Now." A truck topped by loudspeakers
and two American flags, idled along the route of march...There were
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Negro men and women, with a scattering of white adults, students and
children.
A delegation of twelve Park Lake residents presented a petition demanding
that the "village take over the apartment project and use the rent money for
rehabilitation, that rent control be adopted, and that the village hire more
Negroes, specifically on the police and fire departments." The newly elected
mayor, Walter B. Ryan, argued that it would be illegal for the village to take
over the Park Lake project: "We can't do it and we have no control over rent
control. That is a state matter." Lynch retorted: "If they don't have the
authority, they can get it. They can change the laws, if they are determined. We
will come back. We are not going to be satisfied." At the rally he also told the
cheering crowd: "The white power structure means you no good. You're not
going to get anything unless you demand it." 38
The year witnessed other efforts. In Hempstead, an accord was finally
reached in the case of Gwendolyn Langley, a mother of two children who was
separated from her husband: "A settlement was reached...in a three-week long
dispute between the owners of a Hempstead apartment house [Hampshire
House] and the Long Island Congress of Racial Equality, which had charged
that a Negro mother was denied an apartment because of her race." In
Setauket, a home purchased by anAfrican-American couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bayis, from Queens, was defaced with KKK lettering. Their new
home, in the Heatherwood Housing Development, had been vandalized: "Ku
Klux Klan had been painted in red, three-foot-high letters on the side of the
$15,000 home at No. 21 [Bobcat Lane] and in eight-inch letters on a front
shutter of the unoccupied house." In Islip and Rockville Centre, moreover,
slum landlords and urban renewal projects became top priorities. In Islip,
CORE led protests against rising rents and unsanitary living conditions.
According to Lee Hilton, "We're not going to pay the increased rent unless
something [is] done about our homes." In response, the Islip NAACP, in
conjunction with the Housing and Relocation Bureau, "assisted tenants in
moving into houses containing sufficient heat, lighting, ventilation, and
sanitary facilities." In Rockville Centre, the NAACP, CORE, and the
Rockville Centre Committee on Human Rights obtained an agreement from
village leaders that urban renewal would insure improved living conditions for
39
minority residents, "in the best interest of the entire community."
Militant rhetoric did not diminish for the remainder of the decade. In April
1966, African American leaders threatened to make Long Beach a
"'Montgomery of the North' by demonstrations, organizing the poor and an
economic boycott of merchants they believe guilty of discrimination."
Activists charged that the county welfare department neglected welfare
recipients and supported slum conditions by paying rent to slum landlords.
Lynch indicated that CORE would back the NAACP, and intimated that Long
Beach "merchants and hotel operators are thinking of the summer season [but]
there aren't going to be any visitors coming because Long Beach is going to
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be a pretty hot place and I don't means the temperatures." In 1967, the
Hempstead Committee for Action Now, consisting of representatives from
churches, civic associations, and social groups as well as CORE and the
NAACP, urged officials to construct "low-cost apartments in the village urban
renewal project... [end] downzoning in residential areas and increase village
efforts to improve care of dwellings by landlords." Furthermore, in 1967,
Brookhaven became the first of Suffolk's ten towns to adopt
anti-discrimination measures similar to those suggested by the Suffolk Human
Relations Commission. Town leaders passed a resolution to:
(1) provide an attorney to act as liaison man for board and human rights
groups in matters concerning discrimination; (2) have state
anti-discriminatory laws printed on building permit applications,
building permits and certificates of occupancy issued by the town; and
(3) direct any newspaper carrying legal notices for the town to print the
state anti-discrimination laws in their classified real estate advertising
sections.
Unfortunately, a year later five African American residents demanded that the
town board pass an open-housing law, citing "discrimination in buying houses
and land and renting apartments." W. Burghardt Turner, now Suffolk's
NAACP coordinator, "told the board that his home in Patchogue was taken off
the market the day after he expressed interest in buying it in 1954. The next
day, he said, a white friend bought it and resold it to him. There were no other
Negroes in the neighborhood then, and there are none now." Others bolstered
Turner's view on housing discrimination: "One said that he was quoted one
price for a plot of land on the phone and later a higher price when he spoke to
the broker in person. Another said that he was told that no homes were for sale
in a development while they were being sold to white persons." 4°
By the end of the decade, housing discrimination remained a top priority
of the Island's civil rights activists. In Port Jefferson, protestors demanded
open-housing legislation, claiming that, "All eight Brookhaven incorporated
villages are exempt from town open housing ordinance which carries a
maximum $250 fine and 1 or 5 days in jail for violations...No villages have
such ordinances." The Port Jefferson trustees argued that this was unnecessary
because of state plans to open a human relations office in Suffolk. In Oyster
Bay, moreover, a major zoning battle took place. James Davis, an officer of the
state NAACP charged that, "Town laws were aimed at discouraging
two-family and multi-family dwellings and that lower-income families cannot
afford a single-family home with the minimum amount of land required." Area
residents refused to allow civil rights charges to go unchallenged. A civic
group led by Dr. Gerard Bomse, of Woodbury, "made it clear that this is not
a black-vs.-white issue. It's just a case of trying to knock local zoning...which
should be strenuously maintained." The NAACP charged that "current zoning
excludes up to 80 percent of the metropolitan area's population, including
blacks and other poor people, because...they cannot afford to build new houses
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on the large plots required by the town." In response to Bomse, Jerry H.
Guess, the New York-New England regional director of the NAACP, took a
more blunt approach: "Racism under any guise, regardless of how presented,
is still racism. It's a dastardly shame...that they would want to exclude
systematically through capricious zoning people who are less fortunate than
they." In an effort to combat "restrictive suburban zoning," the NAACP asked
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to cut off federal
funds to the town, and also threatened court action. Town Supervisor Michael
N. Petito argued that, "It's a matter of economics; a lot a whites can't afford
to move in, too." Changing the zoning ordinances, he added, would have a
"phenomenal staggering effect on the town's fiscal situation as well as the
school districts." The battle raged into the new decade. 4'
In 1968, despite some optimistic appraisals, a Newsday reporter, Tom
Morris, pointed out that:
Perhaps the core problem on Long Island...is housing discrimination,
an area where civil rights leaders have found only token success. The
Nassau-Suffolk Regional Planning Board...noted that there were about
25,000 substandard housing units on Long Island housing 100,000
persons, most of them nonwhite.
A year later, Gregory Schirmer added to Morris's gloomy assessment: "[The]
percentage of Negroes...combined with few-anticipated changes in housing
patterns, indicate that Long Island is headed toward bigger and bigger
ghettos." In Suffolk, a state report said that "despite a 72 percent increase in
Negro population in the county between 1960 and 1968, the county's Negroes
remain concentrated in selective areas, including four 'census tracts' where
Negroes constituted more than 50 percent of the population: Wyandanch,
Amityville, Coram and Gordon Heights." A bi-county study also indicated that
"Nassau and Suffolk needed 48,500 units of public housing, compared with
1,186 existing units." In the coming decade low and middle-income housing
would remain the battlefield in the civil rights war against housing
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discrimination.
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THE DOWNS and UPS of SAMUEL

CARMAN (1809-1881):
A NINETEENTH-CENTURY
SMITHTOWN FARMER and
SHIPBUILDER
By Elizabeth Shepherd
In the early nineteenth century, the domain of Richard Smythe remained a land
of Smiths and Smith in-laws as it had been since the founder received the
patent for Smithtown in 1665. Onto this scene entered Samuel Carman, fully
costumed for a leading role. His three-masted bark is emblazoned on the
village of Head of the Harbor's seal, and his name on a subdivision sign. Yet
Samuel Carman's name did not become a household word, not even on his
own home ground. Far from that of a Horatio Alger rags-to-riches hero, his
story was marked by as many downs as ups. In his history of Smithtown, Judge
John Lawrence Smith, perhaps because he knew him well enough to lend him
money, allotted little space to "the late Samuel Carman [whose] residence and
farm [covered] an extensive territory and commanding views [and whose]
barn, at the highest point, is a well known landmark to mariners passing
through the sound." Although Smith ignored Carman as abuilder of ships, the
Bi-Centennial History of Suffolk County credited him with building four
schooners at Stony Brook. One Smith descendant, Myrtle Beatrice
(L'Hommedieu) Ketcham, remembered the Carman shipyard not far from
Cordwood Beach. The stable for the horses that started ships down the ways
stands nearby, its footings washed by spring tides. In Beatrice Ketcham's
childhood, Carman's son ran the yard. He, too, was named Samuel, which
made for some confusion. She had played with his daughters or maybe it was
his granddaughters, she was not sure.
Carmans have lived on Long Island since 1644, when John Carman, a
shipmaster by trade, crossed the Sound from Stamford as one of the founding
patentees of the future town of Hempstead. The Connecticut River was
renamed Carman's River in honor of the mid-nineteenth-century owner of a
mill in the hamlet of South Haven. George F. Carman, a prominent railroad
official and politician, was one of Patchogue's Republican leaders during the
formative years of that party. But almost nothing is known of Samuel Carman
of Smithtown's background. 2
In fragments like this and from wills, estate inventories, and store ledgers,
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